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Aiding- and Defining- Democracy
Paula R. Newbergand ThomasCarothers
Aiding democracyin postcommunist
Europehas been a stated principle of U.S.
foreign policy since 1989. Underlying this
policy line are severalassumptions: that consolidating democraciesacrosscentral and
easternEuropewill promote peace within
each country and stability in the region as a
whole; that democracieswill produce governments with which the United States can
trade and establish durable alliances;and
that liberal political systems will offer a
foundation for economic liberalization
and, thus, for establishing durable market
economies.
Since 1989, promoting strong economic
and security relationshipshas been the paramount policy initiative for the United States
in the region, while promoting democracyis
an ancillarygoal. (The approximately$150
million the U.S. government has spent since
1989 on programsaimed at helping the former communist countries of central and eastern Europecarryout democratic transitions
representsonly 6.5 percent of all U.S. assistance to the region in this period.)
When these democracyassistanceprograms began, many of the new governments
of central and eastern Europe seemed keen
to receive them, as did nascent political oppositions that were anxious to secure successors to the communist state. In Romaniaone of the three states we focused on for this
study, the other two being the Czech Republic and Slovakia- both government and
opposition forces were initially eager for
U.S. assistance,although the government
soon became skeptical of, and even hostile
toward, such politically related assistance

when the partisan nature of some of that assistance became evident.
Czechoslovakia'senthusiasm to rejoin
western Europe was initially matched by its
eagernessto receive assistance,although a
vocal minority- soon to be the ruling party
in the Czech Republic- argued that aid was
psychologically, politically, and economically patronizing, and only minimally useful.
Across the region, governments, constitutions, political parties, and politicians are
now changing. With the disintegration of
Yugoslavia and the divorce between the
Czech and Slovak republics, regional fault
lines of ethnicity, religion, and relative deprivation seem more immediate. As equity
and equality have been replacedby economic and political opportunism- and as
deep, unaccustomed class divisions emerge
in some areas- social discourse has changed.
Strong and weak governments alike have
discovered that their ambits are limited by
both money and political will; politicians
have discovered that gaining and keeping
power is costly, time-consuming, and often
at odds with the actual imperatives of
governing.
Voters now understandthat elections introduce but do not guaranteedemocracy;
few, however, have craftedcomfortable relationships with the state. The formerCzechoslovakia is now two states whose radical
economic differencesdo not disguise similarly top-heavy political structuresthat militate against democratic decentralization.
Although the Czech Republic appearseconomically progressiveand politically stable,
elements of its political society are neither;
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racy assistanceis a way to support the prospectively democratic state- through aid to
political parties, electoral mechanisms, and
government institutions. For others, democracy is a process or means, and democracyassistance is a way to support the state through
its citizenry- for example, by supporting
democracyeducation, promoting minority
The National Interest
voices, or disseminating information.And
for others still, democracyrequires,or is
The mix of dollars and diplomacy that uneven defined by, strong nonstate systems to
derlies democracyassistancepresumes U.S.
rival the state- primarily by assisting elenational interests as the starting point, alments of civil society, like the media or nonbeit ones that often correspondto the stated
(if not actual) political goals of recipient
governmental organizations,that represent
the idea of pluralism and concurrentlyhelp
countries. Most democracyassistancewas
that state power is limited.
ensure
and
offered
without
planned
asking recipiIn assistanceprogramsto the Czech Reent governments whether they wanted such
aid; it was often announced impromptu as
public, Slovakia,and Romania, all these concepts seem to be employed together. The
part of a larger diplomatic package and, unresult is a mixed bag of seemingly pro-govder the circumstances,was rarelyrefused.
as
have
been
ernment, antigovernment and nonstate acsmall,
Typically, programs
tivities- involving old Communists, former
has the overall budget. Democracy aid, unlike the MarshallPlan, has not focused on
dissidents, new mercantilists, and a raft of
small new organizationsand parties- that
fundamental political restructuring,but
ratheron discrete projects that can be accom- provide an unintentionally complex message
about democracyand U.S. diplomacy to replished in relatively short time frames. As a
result, U.S. democracyassistancehas been
cipient governments and their citizens.
built on relatively modest amounts of
There are many ways that democracyasdiffers from the more customary
in
sistance
small
to
medium-sized
money expended
The
forms
of
U.S. foreign assistanceto the Third
reasons
behind
this
grants.
important
choice vary: that larger sums might not be
World. Perhapsthe element that distinavailable;that recipients must learn to susguishes democracyassistancemost clearly
tain themselves with local funding, which is from traditional U.S. foreign aid is the relaitself presumed to be a lesson in the worktionships it establishes between a donor
of
in
and
the
common
that,
ings democracy;
government and the citizens of recipient
countries. In the past, bilateral assistance
parlanceof U.S. donors, smaller is often
better.
created relationshipsbetween governments,
the
entire
was
an
Underlying
program
although the fact and natureof aid had proinitial belief that, as Europeans,citizens of
found consequenceson recipient societies.
the recipient countries recognized the eleDemocracy assistance,as conceived by
ments of democracyand simply needed help
the U.S. government, not only affects state
institutions but is designed to help transgrasping them. None of these assumptions
were tested in the region before they were
form the relationshipsbetween the citizens
of recipient states and their own governemployed.
ments. Democracy assistancenot only estabEvery donor programming choice reflects different views of what democracyis,
lishes an unequal relationship between
should be, or could become. For some, dedonor and recipient but assumes a kind of
mocracy is a structureor an end, and democ- political intervention by donors that has
to some of its own citizens, Slovakia now
seems politically retrogressive,economically
stagnant, and prone to authoritarianexcesses. Romania, a laggard with respect to
both political and economic reformssince
1989, continues a slow path away from
communism.
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rarelybeen undertakenso explicitly by a donor government. Democracyassistancetherefore assumes a risk that infrastructure
support does not: dams do not talk back;
people do.
Each of these concepts about aid assumes
different ideas about the content and processes of democracy.Equally, if not more important, they representworldviews articulated by donors ratherthan aid recipients,
for whom the textures of political, social,
and economic life are denser and sometimes
less amenable to distinct policy choices. For
example, while Americanskeenly support
the idea of a multiparty system in the Czech
Republic, Czech voters (and nongovernmental organizationsand party organizers)have
been far more concernedabout the ways that
successfulparties consolidate power and the
new forms of power- particularlyfinancial- that they now embody. The differences between parties as institutions for
mobilizing voters and representinginterests,
and parties as institutions through which
power is distributed, is far clearerto Czech
political actors than to American donors.
In the past five years, donors' policies
have evolved on the basis of their practical
experiencesin the region, but also on the basis of domestic political and policy priorities. (Certainly,the size, scope, and duration
of U.S. foreign aid is contingent far more on
Americandomestic politics than on recipient country concerns.)
But donor perceptions do not necessarily
reflect the sourcesand substance of political
debates in central and eastern Europeabout
how to achieve political transition, what democracyis or conceivably can become, what
government is good for, and, therefore,what
the role of foreign aid should be. Nor do recipients' opinions necessarilyaffect the structure and amount of aid.
Strategiesfor Democracy

Driven by a sense of historical urgency and
political expediency, the U.S. government
did not spend much time in 1989 and 1990

debating strategies of democracyassistance
for central and eastern Europe. Across the region, the priority was speed ratherthan nuance. Democracy assistanceproceeded from
a checklist of seemingly essential featuresof
democracy:(1) institutions of state and government, including a democratic constitution, a strong, independent parliament, an
independent, effective judiciary,and active
local government; (2) regular, free, and fair
elections, including participation by diverse
national political parties;and (3) a strong
nonstate sector, including labor unions, independent media, civic advocacygroups,
and other nongovernmentalorganizations.
Built into this checklist was a vague
temporal sequence:a constitution and elections would come first, to be followed by all
the rest, with state and government institutions perhapspreceding nonstate institutions. In the end, aid recipients would
become tolerant, constitutional states.
The checklist approachserved the basic
purpose of providing the U.S. government
with at least some organizing frameworkfor
its democracyassistanceto the region. Over
time, however, it has increasingly revealed
its shortcomings. One problem is that it
concentrateson particularendpoints- usually institutional structures, ratherthan on
the processesfor achieving them- other
than simply helping local actors copy the
particularinstitutional featuresin question.
Thus, developing a good parliament becomes
an exercise in establishing certain committee structures,proceduralrules, parliamentary libraries,staff ratios, and the like, a
strangely mechanical approachthat does not
take into account the less definable but
probably more important evolutionary processes of establishing sociopolitical norms,
balancing power within a society, and slowly
creating practical understandingsof the concept of representation.
Another problem is that although the
checklist is presented as a generic list of
democratic featurescharacteristicof Western democraciesgenerally, in fact, it is
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replete with highly American-specificelements. Too often, for example, U.S. assistance does not merely seek to promote independent judiciaries,but judiciariesmodeled
on the American judiciary;it emphasizes not
simply independent legislatures, but ones
based on the American concept of the separation of powers. Even labor unions- which
have long, complex histories in formerly
communist states- are supposed to conform
to the U.S. model of confrontationalunions
organized in an environment of anti-union
companies. In central and eastern Europewhere precommunist experiencewas a part
of, and strongly influenced by, western
Europe, and where aspirationsare now often
formed by current Europeanmodels- such
U.S.-specific assistance is not simply contradictory but runs the risk of irrelevance.
The checklist approachis common to
U.S. assistancein all the countries of the region and tends to produce a common pattern of a relatively large number of small
programsspreadfairly evenly among an essentially standardset of program areas.The
checklist approachoften ends up as a piecemeal approach,with donors failing to confront the intricate, even submerged relationships between social attitudes, state
structures,and democratic processes.As
such, it can fragment the very processesthat
recipients believe are necessarilyintertwined.
PartisanorNot
Despite this underlying similarity of approach, however, one sharp differenceconcerning strategy has existed between U.S.
assistancein Romania and that in the Czech
and Slovak republics. In Romania, significant parts of U.S. democracyassistanceprograms, particularlyduring the 1990-92
period, have been explicitly partisan in nature: they aim to help the Romanian opposition wrest power from President Ion Iliescu
and his ruling Party of Social Democracy.
The partisanapproachin Romania arose
from the view of most American policymakers in the initial period after the fall of
100

Nicolae Ceausescuin December 1989 that
Romania had experiencedan incomplete
revolution and that the society was sharply
divided between an antidemocraticpower
structureclosely linked with the formerregime and a nascent democraticopposition.
The U.S. government exerted variouspressures on the Romanian government from
early 1990 through the 1992 national elections to hold free and fair elections, and to
permit pluralistic political activity. And it
gave support to the Romanian opposition
through its democracyassistanceprograms.
The most openly partisanform of support
has been the assistanceprovided by the International Republican Institute (primarily
with funds from the U.S. Agency for International Development) to the major Romanian opposition parties. This assistance,
which has consisted of training in party
building and campaign methods as well as
donations of equipment, was especially
aimed at helping the opposition preparefor
the 1992 local and national elections but has
continued to the present. In addition, other
U.S. assistanceprogramsin the 1990-92 period, and to a lesser extent since, were aimed
at particularorganizations,including newspapers, journals,and television stations, tied
or openly sympathetic to the opposition.
In Czechoslovakiaduring the same
1990-92 period, U.S. assistancewas not explicitly partisan, although some Czech politicians and voters continue to believe that
the strength of U.S. diplomatic support for
individual politicians influenced the ultimate success of Prime Minister Vaclav
Klaus and his economic reformstrategies.
The American government saw the country
as having effected a genuine anticommunist
revolution and did not see any need to try to
back one side of the postrevolution political
spectrum. Assistance was offeredto all the
political parties, and the United States did
not favora particularoutcome in the 1990
elections.
Laterdiplomatic support to the independent Czech Republic, buttressed by de• SPRING
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mocracyassistance,continued this pattern by
appearingto support both Prime Minister
Klaus and President Vaclav Havel, two political personalitieswith distinctly different
sensibilities, approaches,and agendas. In
Slovakia,the political situation since 1993
has borne enough resemblanceto that in Romania that the U.S. government might have
been tempted to take a partisan line in the
hopes of strengthening perceived democratic
political actors in their struggle against a
power structureof uncertaindemocratic fidelity. In fact, however, it has shied away
from such an approach,seeking to distance
itself from any accusationsof partisanship
with respect to political parties or leaders.

elected politicians and political parties. The
NDlwithdrew from Prague and Bratislavaafter the "velvet divorce"between the Czech
Republic and Slovakia, choosing instead to
work with community organizations in
Plzen and Trencin. The IRIcontinued its political party development work in Slovakia,
but extended its efforts to local and municipal electoral politics as the national political
terraingrew more difficult in the mid1990s.
Just as the U.S. government professed
no preferencesin subsequent elections in the
Czech and Slovak republics- and no preferredoutcome in the referendumthat produced a formal split between them- so
both U.S. political party institutes maintained postures of nonpartisanshipin the
overProcess
Substance
and structureof their activities.
content
as
In the period immediately after 1989,
This attitude often puzzled local parties. Befirst-time elections were held acrossthe recause all political parties were invited to
assistance
American
official
democracy
gion,
focused on formal transfersof power. Elecworkshops- although not all chose to attend- no one party was privy to informathe
sucto
be
crucial
tions were believed to
tion or expertise unavailableto others.
cess of democratic transitions;the United
States thereforetried to ensure the technical
Politicians, however, believe that elections are not symbolic gestures but contests
and political legitimacy of the various early
that have to be won. Those parties that
elections. The specific nature of assistance
varied from country to country, depending
could, therefore,gravitated toward assistance from western Europeancounterpart
on political climate, technical sophisticaUnited
of
the
and
the
tion,
parties that was targeted toward achieving
relationship
States with the governments in question.
victory; others, where possible, bought
States
In Czechoslovakia,the United
expert services, thereby bypassing donor
viewed the 1990 elections as the capstone of
relationships. Severalyears after the first
seminarsundertakenwith U.S. assistance,
a successful transferof power from Communist authorities to the democratic groups
many participants could not rememberwhat
RevoluVelvet
the
about
that had brought
they had attended or when. This response,
tion. As a result, assistancewas more celebra- however, does not signify arroganceor inattention; it suggests instead that while early
tory than practical.A large AlD-funded
limited instruction played its part, the pasobservermission organized by the National
Democratic Institute for InternationalAfsage of time and the press of events pushed
it into the background.
fairs (NDl)and the InternationalRepublican
As time goes by, traditional electoral asInstitute (iri) reflected a spirit of witness to
sistance seems less important. The primary
Czechoslovakia'sdemocratic rebirth. Subelectoral problems in Slovakiaand the
sequent electoral assistanceincluded several
Czech Republic today are not technical probthe
IRI
entered
and
elements. Both the NDl
lems or problems of process, but of subfield of electoral training: their initial emand electoral choices. In the Czech
stance
folwas
on
campaign techniques,
phasis
lowed by constituent service education for
Republic, political parties are now far more
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concernedabout raising money- and the attendant conflict-of-interest problems that
plague democracieseverywhere.The wealthier parties can now purchaseexpert consultants, just as Western parties do; governing
parties also now confront the same conflicts
of interest their Western counterpartsface.
In Slovakia, the difficulties of forming workable coalition governments, and of establishing legitimate and effective limits on
political authority, remain the paramount
problems. Slovaks worry less about the legitimacy of their elections- however important that question remains- than about
coping with the results of the elections.
In Romania, U.S. policymakershave
viewed all of the post- 1989 elections as important tests of the democratic intentions of
the ruling party. They have also seen elections as opportunities for the opposition coalition to defeat the ruling party. There have
thereforebeen two thrusts to election assistance in Romania. Some assistancehas been
aimed at promoting free and fair elections.
Technical assistancehas been provided
through various U.S. intermediaryorganizations to Romanian electoral authorities, and
the United States has sponsoredinternational and domestic election observers.Other
assistancehas been aimed at bolstering the
main opposition parties to increasetheir
chances of victory.
These two goals exist in uneasy counterpoint. For an external actor simultaneously
to strengthen the integrity of an electoral
process and to influence its outcome is contradictory.Such intervention has, predictably, produced sharplyvaried reactions
within Romania. It has been warmly welcomed by the Romanian opposition (although it has sometimes been criticized for
not being greater in scale), which feels that
without the help of powerful external
friends it will never break the hold of President Iliescu and his party on power. On the
other hand, it is criticized and resented by
Romanian officials, who view it as illegitimate interferencein their country's affairs,
102

but as something they must accept as part
of Romania'soverall relationshipwith the
United States.
Assistanceand the State

In the postelection phase, democracyassistance has concentratedon two related but
ratherdifferent efforts:on building state
institutions and on crafting a renewed civil
society, largely by developing the nongovernmental sector. By design, these top-down
and bottom-up political strategies are intended to strengthen all the components of
a democraticpolity- citizen and state, voters and governments, governmental and nongovernmental sectors- and thereby to help
provide a democratic political balancewhere
none existed before. By implication, however, and sometimes in the perception of aid
recipients, foreign aid policies appearinternally contradictorybecause they seem to
strengthen the state while concurrentlytrying to limit its reach.
U.S. assistanceprogramsgeared to
strengthening state institutions in central
and eastern Europe usually focus on three
areas:parliaments, judiciaries,and local governments. These programshave two primary
aims. First, they seek to help recipient countries develop efficient governance,so that local political representationwill be real as
much as symbolic, national parliamentswill
be able to enact adequate legislation, and
courts will protect individual rights and
help markets function.
At the same time, these programshave a
second, quite different objective: to help
limit executive power. Strongerparliaments,
it is assumed, will be able to challenge and
sometimes preempt executive authority.
More independent judiciariesshould not
only be able to force governments to obey
laws but also to guaranteecitizen rights
against abuses of state power. More technically capable local governments should foster a greaterdecentralizationof power.
U.S. democracyassistancegenerally does
not, unlike some U.S. economic aid, provide
WORLDPOLICYJOURNAL• SPRING1996
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assistanceto executive ministries. It may be
thought of thereforenot simply as statebuilding assistancebut simultaneously as assistance to rebalancethe internal power
structuresof the state.
Not all states, however, want to rebalance their power structures.More precisely,
not every executive authority- in fact, very
few- is interested in giving away power. In
Romania, for example, the government has
shown little inclination to decentralize.
Since U.S. assistanceprogramsin this area
depend on a will to reformand decentralize,
they either run aground or lapse into formalistic exerciseswith little practical significance. For example, American efforts to
support greater independence of the Romanian judiciary,which have consisted primarily of support for improved judicial training,
have been neutralizedby the unavoidable
fact that the Romaniangovernment has little interest in ceding its political influence
on, or even control of, the judiciaryat certain levels.
In some cases, the problem is not an entrenchedpower structurebut simply a clash
between the implicit U.S. balance of power
model and a differing model in the recipient
country. For example, the Czech and Slovak
republics currentlydo not have intermediate
levels of government between municipal
and central governments. Foreign donors
may view aid to local organizationsthat are
trying to build intermediaryorganizations
as a logical democraticeffort.
To the central governments, however,
such efforts seem to be attempts to curb
the necessarypowers of elected government.
Their opposition to aid efforts- placing obstacles (and occasionallyengaging in activities that may feel like intimidation) in the
path of aid recipients who are working toward a variegatedgovernment structure, in
Slovakia,for example- may end up taking
forms that donors interpret as authoritarian
becausethe host governments' objections
are phrasedas accusationsof antistate
behavior.

A further, related problem with state rebalancing programs is that the underlying
assumptions about the roles and makeup of
different state institutions may be peculiar
to the American system and of limited relevance to central and eastern Europe. The
clearestexample is parliaments. The U.S.
model of a separationof powers between the
executive and legislative (and judicial)
branchesdoes not transferwell to European
parliamentarysystems in which executive
and legislative authority is intimately combined. Efforts to strengthen parliamentsdo
not, on their own, reduce executive power.
The overall notion of strengthening parliaments to limit executive power is simply
misplaced.
Building a Civil Society

In assistanceprogramsdesigned to rebalance
the state, the primacy of the state in a democratic transition is assumed. Efforts to support the growth of civil society, however,
are based on a markedly different approach
to politics, society, and democracy.Even before the communist state declined, its critics- central Europeandissidents most
articulately- highlighted the breakdown
and in some cases the absence of civil society
as perhaps the most serious consequence of
the totalitarian state. Often refining analyses
offered by revisionist Marxists in the West
and East alike, these critiques were issued
by some of the dissidents who then ushered
in the postcommunist revolutions- Adam
Michnik in Poland, and Vaclav Havel and
others in Czechoslovakia.
U.S. assistanceactors setting up in the
region quickly picked up on these notions;
in some respects, they sounded similar to
conservativeWestern critiques of totalitarianism, and this symmetry may have accounted for their endorsement of civil
society programsas a fundamental element
of democracyassistance.This has not meant,
however, that American donors have funded
civil society programsbased exclusively on
local perceptions of need and interest.
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Rather, they have chosen means and methods that conform far more closely to their
own views of civil society and politics than
central Europe's- more Tocqueville than
Hegel, more Putnam than Havel.
Americans tend to assume that civil society is simply another kind of limit on the
state and that its development should be encouraged as another restrainton the executive- a perception not wholly shared in
Europe, where the nongovernmentalsector
is often supported with government funds.
Western assistancehas tried to institutionalize the concept by equating civil society with nongovernmentalorganizations
(NGOs),which provide an avenue for channeling funds without expanding the power of
the state; in this respect, civil society funding conforms to the donor philosophy of reinventing government. NGOsoffer a quick
way to diversify funding without directly
confronting the deeply entrenched structural problems that plague society as much
as politics and that continue to affect local
attitudes toward political change.
NGOsand Democracy

This strategy embodies strengths and weaknesses. First, funding is often channeled to
civic advocacygroups working on behalf of
minorities, peripheralpopulations, and issues beyond the political mainstream;these
are often outside the scope of government attention, and may well be unpopular in the
society as a whole. The effort is notable and
often commendable: both private and official
assistanceto Roma (Gypsy) organizationsfall
into this category. Although some donors
have come to recognize that their priorities
are not always sharedby recipient governments or societies, they often attribute this
divergence to superficialpolitical interests
ratherthan recognizing that it expressesfundamental differencesbetween American and
Europeansensibilities. It is Americans, after
all, whose singular history leads them to believe that the treatment of minorities is a defining featureof democracies.
104

Second, funding has been primarily
channeled to groups that, while not part of
the state, do not fundamentallychallenge
the state. Just as U.S. aid in the developing
world has traditionally supported benign reform ratherthan revolution, so now assistance in the postcommunist societies of
Europedoes not empower peripheralorganizations that seek to restructurethe state or
challenge sitting governments. This choice
implies a mild form of partisanship- as distinguished from the overt form exemplified
by Romanian political party assistance- but
it is partisanshipnonetheless, defined by donors, not by the host society. Civil society,
we must remember, includes the malign as
and the Ku
well as the benign- the ACLU
Klux Klan, the Romanian Helsinki Committee as well as the GreaterRomania Party.
Thus, using U.S. intermediaryorganizations- such as the nonprofit organizations
that coordinateDemocracy Network programs in the region- does not erasea message to prospective grantees that, even at the
smallest funding levels, the American government judges what is or is not politically
appropriate.As local participantsare integrated into program decisions, this may
change, but it is likely that differencesin
judgment will remain. In Slovakia, the absence of funding for grass-rootsorganizations is seen as a judgment about the nature
of oppositional politics; and when U.S. donors seek counterpartsin local organizations
that do not exist- women's organizations,
for example- their searchis viewed as a
judgment about the weaknessesof local political culture.
The small scope of overall funding in
this sector means that in some arenasthose in which the state is still the major
actor- democracyassistanceprograms
cannot help but remain peripheral.Czech
NGOshelp plan curriculaand train teachers
who teach Roma children, Slovak NGOs
help create pilot employment projects for
Roma adults, and in both countries, local
groups are trying to use foreign models to
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establish programsfor police-minority
interaction.
In most of these areas,however, the state
chooses to be absent from programming.
Until ministries of education in the Czech
and Slovak republics are willing to reform
the basis for education for minorities, small
NGOinitiatives will remain the province of
an interested elite. The state's lack of interest in these issues is clear and, for the moment, seemingly unassailable.
While NGOsand flinders argue- often
passionately- that maintaining a voice in
the wilderness is necessary,the distance between the state and NGOs,and between public opinion (often equally uninterested) and
NGOleadership,means that such funding
targets the icing but not the cake. It is hard
to argue that this funding is transformative
and much easier to suggest that it contributes in a very small way to changing political sensibilities.
The nongovernmentalsector in central
and easternEuropehas grown exponentially. In some areas,this growth seems explicitly donor driven, and only now are
issues of sustainability part of a donor calculus. Western mentalities may be inappropriate for transition states: "let's see what
works"is often interpretedas another way of
saying "sink or swim."
To offer small sums, briefly or contingently, sends many mixed messages: that
these issues are important but not too important, that commitment is less important
than the initial expressionof interest. Western civil society assistanceassumes that enhancing NGOsis the same thing as building
democracy;but when donor messages are
mixed, and when funding, flinders, and recipients include as many foreign as local actors, the equation wears thin.
What Benefits Whom?

Differencesin expectations and perceptions
between providersand recipients of assistance present almost inevitable problems for
all types of foreign assistance.Democracy as-

sistance to central and eastern Europe is no
exception. Perhapsbecause this form of assistance is relatively new, and new to the region, and because it does not fall into the
alreadywell-worn patterns of First WorldThird World development assistance,differences in expectations and perceptions can be
sharp.
The first problem concerns the structures
of assistance.The pattern of official assistance has been for funds to go from the U.S.
government to U.S. intermediaryorganizations, usually nonprofit nongovernmental
organizationsspecializing in political or
educational assistance, such as the National
Democratic Institute, the InternationalRepublican Institute, the InternationalMedia
Fund, or World Learning.
These organizationsin turn carryout assistance activities in the recipient countries.
The assistancethey provide has generally
(though not exclusively) transferredideas
and knowledge- through seminars, training courses, and counseling- ratherthan
funds.
During the past two years, the U.S.
Agency for InternationalDevelopment has
initiated some direct grants to local organizations through the establishment of a small
grants program for democracybuilding and
the AlD-flindedDemocracy Network to
support local civic advocacyorganizations.
Nonetheless, these programs representonly
a small part of the overall U.S. assistance
effort.
The heavy use of American intermediary
organizationshas certainly had some positive aspects. It has introduced the region to
individuals and organizationswho care passionately about democracy,many of whom
have significant expertise in particularareas
of democratic practice. Many are highly idealistic about democracyand democracy'sfuture- an idealism that can be constructively
contagious for those trying to see past the
unclear, often discouraging confines of posttotalitarianpolicies and uncertain economies. But this form of technical assistance
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means that a substantial portion of official
U.S. aid is spent on American organizations
for salaries,travel, and overheadrather
than on local groups and activities. Understandably, local recipients and activists resent such expenditures;after all, they are
often struggling to sustain small, bare-bones
organizations.
Some intermediaryorganizationshave ignored the need to build significant local
staff in local counterpartorganizations.
Some preferto work as lone actors in foreign
lands, seeing themselves as the actual agents
of, ratherthan as catalysts for, democratic
change. The heavy use of U.S. experts at conferencesand seminars, particularlycommon
in the initial period of assistance, is one example of this practice. The very people who
should be helped to do their own work are
often the secondarybeneficiariesof external
assistance.
A second problem arises from the pressure for immediate results that increasingly
accompaniesU.S. assistance. In the initial
period after 1989, the main donor concern
was getting aid to the region as quickly as
possible. Now, however, aid and the National Endowment for Democracy find themselves under sharply rising pressureas
Congress, the media, and some parts of the
foreign policy bureaucracypush them to
demonstrate that their programsare worth
their costs. This pressureis transmitted
from donors to intermediaryorganizations
to local groups and takes the form of frequent demands for evidence of discrete, objective, quantifiable results.
Even though it does not originate in the
democracyassistancecommunity, such pressure seems to betray a trust that aid recipients assume is implicit in an aid relationship, because it conveys doubt about whether
donors believe their endeavorsare substantively- and not just symbolically- worthwhile. If assistance is laced with mistrust, its
moral support- an intrinsic element of democracyassistance- is undermined. Equally
important, however, the measurable,objec106

tive indicators of progress toward democracy
that Washington seeks have little relevance
to the highly complex, uncertain state of political life in central and easternEurope, and
to the experiencesof those engaged in building democracy.
Localparticipants report that the most
significant effects of assistanceare often
highly subjective psychological effects at a
very high level of generality, such as learning to recraftrelations between citizens and
their governments and understandingthat
positive political change is possible. Reporting requirementsbased on reductionist, limited indicators of progress miss this broader,
more critical picture.
Different Histories

Doubt enters at other points in the aid relationship as well. Most Americansworking
on democracyassistancesee aid as fairly
straightforward:helping formercommunist
states complete transitions to democracy.
For many Romanians, on the other hand,
the assistanceis viewed through a different
historical lens. They feel that the West, and
the United States in particular,has let Romania down in the past 50 years- by ceding Romania to Soviet influence at Yalta
and then courting Ceausescu- and therefore
interpret assistanceas a kind of recompense
for the debt that they believe America owes
Romania. Whereas Americans tend to think
that assistanceto Romania is substantialgiven Romania'slow profile in Washington- many Romaniansare bitterly disappointed over the amount, which they believe is incommensuratewith this large perceived debt.
In the Czech Republic, opinion about
the need for assistanceof any kind is divided. Building on a firm belief that the
country is quickly rejoining its naturalallies
in western Europe, the government has
boldly announced that economic and political aid is unnecessary;opposition to this
view nonetheless remains strong, particularly among groups that still depend on ex• SPRING
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ternal support. The Czech debate therefore
focuses primarily on the degree to which
transition has been completed, and only secondarily on the U.S.-Czech relationship.
To the extent that U.S. democracyassistance has continued, many Czechs believe
that the United States is contradicting their
government'sprofessedpolicies (although
U.S. aid has not been prohibited). But
Americanaid to the Czech Republic will
end sooner than similar programselsewhere
in the region, so the government can also
suggest that the United States endorses its
notion of a completed revolution, regardless
of the unfinished agendas to which many organizations- and aid receivers- devote
their attention.
In many ways, these varying pictures of
assistancereflect different perceptions of the
relationshipbetween principle and power.
Americanstend to see American democracy
promotion as an expressionof principle, and
they expect recipients to recognize it as
such. In central and eastern Europe, however, democracyprogramsare viewed as
expressionsof American economic and political power.
In some cases, this power is intensely resented, particularlyby those who feel the
United States disfavorsthem; in other cases,
it is greatly admired. For example, when the
U.S. government pressuredthe Romanian
government to permit domestic monitors at
the 1992 national elections, what the Americans saw as an example of an assertionof
principle- the right to free and fair elections- many Romanian officials saw as the
United States favoring the Romanian opposition. Indeed, in almost all cases, the perception of principle lags far behind the
perception of power.

political movements, or removed basic obstacles to reform.The absence of such important effects should be neither surprising nor
disappointing. Not only have the overall
quantities of assistancebeen relatively small,
but U.S. government efforts have been limited in scope, duration, and imagination.
Washington had high, perhapseven
overreachingexpectations; these have often
generated counterproductivepressuresfor
immediate, tangible, and measurableresults. Americans habitually overestimate the
significance of their assistanceabroad,and
this areahas been no exception: "promoting
democracy"is a vast, all-encompassing ambition, much grander than small programs
can- or should- sustain. Unrealistic expectations, however, cause some observersto
find failure where it does not exist.
Democracy assistancehas indeed produced some positive results. U.S. attention
to electoral processesin the region has
helped to strengthen electoral administration and often clarified international standards for free and fair elections for local
actors. U.S. assistancein constitution drafting injected a greatervariety of ideas into
those efforts than might otherwise have
been considered. Even where state institutions have not been radicallyrestructured
through aid, they have sometimes been incrementally reformed- parliamentarytransparency is one such example. Many local
NGOshave benefited from foreign aid: the
rising quantity and quality of human rights
advocacy,environmental protection, civic
education, and minority relations is due in
part to such assistance.
What is quite clear is that change occurs
when there is a strong will to reform.Successful programs- primarily in the NGOsector- support individuals and organizations
ModestResults
alreadyengaged in their own work; foreign
aid facilitates, but does not define, their
U.S. government-sponsored democracyasactivities. Unsuccessful programs- such
countries
communist
former
the
sistance to
as many of the attempts to reshapeparliaof central and eastern Europe has not had
dramaticeffects. It has not transformedinsti- ments and courts- try to substitute foreign
agendas for indigenous ones. Democracy
tutions, redirectedpolitical trends, sparked
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assistancecan fuel a moving vehicle; it can
be neither the whole tank of gas nor the
engine.
Local participants in U.S. democracyassistance programs report that the fact of
such assistancehas often been as important
as the actual content of the programs. It has
offered an important source of moral support during an unsettling period of transition. In many instances, assistance is
especially important to the individuals who
are engaged in rebuilding political and civil
society. By reintroducing ideas about democratic ideals and democratic practice, political change and participation, assistancehas
linked many individuals and groups to an
evolving internationalcivic society from
which they were barredfor so long. Such
psychological effects may be subjectiveand thus resistant to quantitative measurement- but they are crucial to democratic
transition.
To the degree that aid is a vote of confidence from the West that democracyis possible in the region, and an indication that
the West caresabout that success, democracyassistancehas an intrinsic, if limited

1 08

value. To the degree that it expressespolitical preferences,aid undercuts the very commitment to pluralism and free speech that
it is supposed to underscore.In this sense,
democracyassistancerepeatssome of the
counterproductivepast patterns of political
intervention in which U.S. assistancehas
repeatedlyengaged in other parts of the
world- and may argue for multilateral
and private assistancein politically sensitive
sectors.
Perhapsit is inevitable that the neutrality that Americans accordto pro-democratic
interventions will be interpretedquite differently abroad.If the first generation of
democracyassistanceto central and eastern
Europe has done even part of its job, then
the new generation of democratsin the region will be able to formulate future aid relationships to serve its needs and interests.*
Note
This study was supported by the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace and the German Marshall Fund of the United States; researchin the region
was facilitated by the International Researchand Exchanges Board and the EuropeanCultural Foundation.
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